The Fishermen’s scarf crochet pattern

The Fishermen’s scarf is a design for all. It can be made for each and
everyone as it is a random stitch and it will result in a very wearable and
cozy scarf for the colder days. Especially the choice of a wool blend
yarntype can create such magic in this kind of stitch work as it gives the
scarf almost a knitted effect. Besides that it is an amazing pattern as it just
one repeat Row to crochet and so it is perfect to make it while watching
your series or movies. As I chose a bit of an ocean colored blend for this
example, I immediately thought of fishermen at sea on cold autumn days.
Wearing a thick and warm scarf to keep warm on the cold water. I hope
you enjoy this free pattern and I hope to see many different and new
versions of it in the future !
Theguywiththehook a.k.a. Mark Roseboom

Yarn :
I used Scheepjes Our Tribe yarns for this scarf, for a regular scarf size you need 3 balls of
Our Tribe yarn which comes in balls of 100 grams/420 meters (100 grams – 459 yards) and
is a blend of 70% merino superwash and 30 % polyamide which delivers a really soft scarf.
In total a amount of 1100 – 1200 meters (1200 – 1350 yards) are needed.
For this example I used colorway 970 Cypress Textiles.

Hooksize and other materials :

Use a crochet hook size 5,0 mm.
Tapestry needle
Scissor

Finished Size and Gauge :
The finished size out of 3 balls of Our Tribe yarn will be approx. 220 cm length and 25 cm
weidth. (87 inches length x 9,5 inches weidth)
10 Rows of pattern x 60 sts will be approx. 8 cm length x 25 cm weidth. ( 3 inches length x
9,5 inches weidth)

Abbreviations ( US terms ) :
[ ] - total amount of sts after a Row.
( ) – part between these indicates a repeat section in the Row or holds a note.
Ch – chain
SC – single crochet
HDC – half double crochet
HDC2TOG – crochet 2 half double crochets over 2 indicated sts together
Sp – space
Rep – repeat
St – stitch
WS – wrong side
RS – Right side

Pattern notes :
- At the end of each Row you will have to turn, for this turn you crochet the ch3 you make at
the beginning of each next row. So you don’t crochet an additional extra ch for the turn.
- You can make this scarf as long or short as you like by continue the repeat Row.
- You can give this scarf more weidth by just adding more stitches. Always apply a even pair
of stitches and according to that number also adjust the amount of repeats in the Row itself.
- stitches typed in Capslock format are stitches made in current Row, stitches typed in
regular format are stitches made in previous Rows.
- although the stitch made in the pattern is very easy, the places they need to be made in can
be a hard to recognize while using the written version. If you have trouble understanding this,
please look at the photos and the small chart to get the idea of how it works.
- if you decide to take another type of yarn, keep in mind that you always need to go up at
least two sizes when it comes to crochet hook as the pattern needs it. For example,
Scheepjes Our Tribe is officially a 4mm hooksize yarn, in this pattern it is made with a 5mm
hooksize.

Instructions :

Take a crochet hook size 5,0mm and ch61.
Foundation Row : Make a SC in second ch from hook, 1SC in each CH til end. Turn.[60SC]
Row 1 (WS) : CH1 (doesn’t count as st), 1SC in each st along Row. Turn. [60SC]
Row 2 (RS) : CH3 ( first HDC + CH1), (1HDC2TOG over next 2 sts, CH1) 29 times, 1HDC in
last st. Turn. [2HDC/ 29 HDC2TOG and 30 times a CH1-sp]
Row 3 : CH3 (first HDC + CH1), 1HDC2TOG over next two ch1-sps (see photo 1), CH1, (
1HDC2TOG over the last ch1-sp you already used to make a a hdc2tog in and the next
unworked ch1-sp (see photo 3 & 5) ) 28 times. 1HDC in top of last st. Turn. [2HDC/ 29
HDC2TOG and 30 times a CH1-sp]
Rep Row 3 as long as you like to obtain the desired length. As you work in Rows you will
change between Right side and Wrong side.
When you have about 30 grams of yarn left or reached the desired length, end the pattern
with the next 2 Rows. It doesn’t matter on which side of the project you start the next Rows.

End Row 1 : CH1 (doesn’t count as st), 1SC in first st, 1SC in each ch1-sp and hdc2tog
along Row til last ch1-sp and hdc, sk ch1-sp, 1SC in last st. Turn. [60SC]
End Row 2 : CH1 (doesn’t count as st), 1SC in each st along Row. Fasten off yarn. [60SC]

Work away all loose ends, you don’t have to block your scarf. However, if you feel like you
need to it is always a possibility.

After you finished your scarf it is optional to make some fringes to it. How many or less you
make and attach is up to you. If you like to do it, you can do it by cutting 10 strands of yarn
with a length approx. 25 cm. Twist them together. Pull the strands through a space between
two sc’s in the foundation row and make sure the strand are equaly divided on both sides of
the space. Make a slip knot. Work it tight and do so on several spaces along both sides of
the scarf. If all are made, cut them all the same length. For a more detailed look see the
photo section.

In above pictures you can see how you will make a hdc in a already used ch1-sp and a new
next ch1-sp. Photo 1 shows off how to start with the first two ch1-sps and the following
pictures shows how to continue.

In the above section you can see step by step how to make some fringes to your scarf.

Chart :

Above you can see a more clear view.The green lines show you
where the hdc’s will be made in.

A big thanks to my tester :
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All copyrights and terms of use are with me. So please do not copy, share or take advantage of this
pattern. Since the beginning of 2019 i use the international copyright rules and terms which apply to
countries to all over the world. This also includes countries who didn’t agree or working along with
this accord. As last months and years it is a very common thing crochet patterns and designs are
stolen away from designers including me, i have no other choice to tighten up the copyright
validation. If noticed in what way like shared in Telegram/Whatsapp groups, social media, secret
groups or websites legal actions will be taken against it.
As this is a free pattern, of course sharing this pattern with friends and family is allowed. However,
using it for commercial purposes isn’t allowed without my permission. Please contact me if you like to
use it for classes, lessons or any other sale subjects.
Feel free to sell made items out of this pattern. I would love if you tag or make a reference to me as a
designer when showing your wip’s or finished projects. Please use the #crochetedfishermensscarf on
social media to share this pattern all in one simple search.
Last but not least, thank you so much for making this pattern. A lot of effort, time and creativity are in
this little piece of art and every single thing that comes out of it makes it all the work so worth it.

Mark a.k.a. the guy with the hook

